SOLUTION BRIEF

Enable Remote Work on Any Device with Full IT Governance
The digital work environment has never been more dynamic. Users access corporate resources from remote locations,
often on personal devices and untrusted networks, and they access cloud applications that are outside of corporate IT
policy. From on-site consultants and traveling executives to field sales representatives and work-from-home employees,
IT needs to assert positive control over their compute environment. Current solutions are ad hoc, partially effective, and
often circumvented by users.
The Silo Cloud Browser provides 100% isolation from web code while enforcing IT policies regardless of computer
or location.
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Give All Employees Secure, Controlled Access to Web-based Apps
Rather than struggling with a cocktail of network, device, and application controls, Silo becomes the primary application
for securing remote access. Corporate data transfer from/to web-apps is governed by IT policies (e.g. copy/paste,
upload/download), irrespective of the device or location. Thus, your users gain access without sacrificing security.
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SOLUTION BRIEF: DEPLOY REMOTE WORK FOR ALL EMPLOYEES IN HOURS

Enable Seamless and Secure Access
to Web Applications and Workspace

Enforce IT Control, Compliance,
and Security

• Single pane of glass to grant or revoke
access to web apps and cloud data

• Centralized policy definition to manage and
secure all users

• Enforce IT control

• All user data actions logged and encrypted

• Integrated credential management by user
or group

• Policy engine aids compliance with PCI,
HIPAA, and GDPR/CA data laws

• Policy enforcement regardless of user
environment

Prevent Malicious or Accidental
Data Loss

Deploy a Simpler, Stronger, and Less
Expensive Security Architecture

• Copy/paste, up/download, print controls

• No separate VPN infrastructure and
no split tunneling required

• User entitlements vary based on device
trustworthiness
• Eliminate the hardware and human cost of
implementing break-inspect policies

• Integrated break-inspect and logging of user
actions reduces network and human burden

PROTECT THE THINGS YOU CARE ABOUT FROM THE THINGS YOU CANNOT TRUST
CONNECT WITH US
+1 877-659-6535
www.Authentic8.com

Authentic8 enables anyone, anywhere, on any device to experience the web without risk. The Silo Web
Isolation Platform by Authentic8 separates the things you care about like apps, data and devices, from the
things you cannot trust like public websites, external users and unmanaged devices. Silo executes all web
code in a secure, isolated environment that is managed by policy, to provide protection and oversight.
Today, the world’s most at-risk organizations rely on Silo to deliver trust where it otherwise cannot
be guaranteed.
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